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Abstract—Internet of Things (IoT) has emerged as a new horizon in communication age. IoT has provided platform to various emerging technologies and applications for growth. E-Health services have also been integrated and greatly benefitted from IoT. Due to the increased use of computer technology, computer networks have faced serious security challenges and IoT is also facing the same security threats. As IoT has provided platform to other fields, like E-Health, these services are also prone to such threats. Denial of Service (DoS) and Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks on E-Health servers in IoT would endanger real-time monitoring of patients and also overall reliability of the E-Health services. In this paper, existing solutions to DoS/DDoS attacks in IoT have been reviewed and a reliable solution is presented for securing the servers against these attacks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) integrates various fields of life ranging from Environmental Monitoring, Infrastructure Monitoring, Energy Management, Traffic Management and Healthcare Management. Today, new advancements are being observed in these fields. Basic motives behind these advancements are to create simplicity in infrastructure and extend reliable solutions to the consumers. Fig. 1 shows the overview of IoT. Due to heterogeneous nature of these technologies, critical applications like traffic system monitoring and healthcare monitoring require special care for transferring their data in timely and secure fashion. Various Metropolitan cities in the world are now benefitting from IoT for real-time traffic monitoring and also integrating various hospitals into IoT for extending patient’s health monitoring. Patients are also benefitting from these technologies as they are being continuously monitored without regularly visiting hospitals.

Presently, many hospitals are offering E-Healthcare facilities to their patients and their doctors are continuously engaged in monitoring of these patients. These hospitals are in formal agreement with these patients for extending required services. As these hospitals are geographically located at specific locations of a country, their patients also reside closer or at moderate distance from these hospitals. If these patients need physical checkups then they can easily visit these hospitals.
under massive attack like DDoS, lifesaving operations of patients may be very difficult. So, there must be a mechanism to ensure reliability and to prevent/detect such kind of attacks.

The contents of this paper are arranged as: Section II is about literature review. In Section III, proposed solution is presented. Section IV is about conclusion and future work.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Authors of [1] have classified DDoS attacks in two categories as flooding and logical (software) attacks. In flooding attacks, they have highlighted SYN flooding, ICMP attack, UDP flooding and in logical attack they have identified ping of death, teardrop attack, and land attack. They have suggested preventing DDoS attacks at edge routers by installing up-to-date patches and by applying filtering at these edge routers. Firewalls can be efficiently utilized by denying protocols, IP addresses and ports to counter the DDoS attacks. They have also highlighted DDoS detection techniques such that signature based detection and anomaly based detection. In this paper, they have suggested countermeasures like using load balancer, Fault tolerance and Quality of Service techniques to counter the threat. Authors of [2] have presented a survey in which they have highlighted various types of DoS/DDoS attacks on network in which they identified UDP flood, ICMP/PING flood/. SYN flood, ping of death. They have also identified the scenarios in which DoS attack can be launched such as Jamming, kill command attack and desynchronization attacks. In this paper they didn’t present any method to prevent DoS/DDoS attack on the network. Authors of [3] have discussed various attacks like Jamming and it can be avoided by using cryptographic techniques (Attribute based and fuzzy attribute based). They have suggested spread spectrum, priority message and cycle duty to counter the jamming and eavesdropping attacks. Collision attack on network can be avoided by applying error correcting codes. Hello flooding attack is used to create confusion in the network. Authors of [4] have identified various defense methods against DDoS like filtering the attack packets, single/multi-source attacks and application of IDS systems. They have suggested adaptive defense mechanism that can adaptively adjust itself according to the attack severity. In adaptive approach they have focused on the value of traffic rate at specific time which obviously is very high at the time of attack. Authors of [5] have analyzed attack pattern on application layer based on entropy of HTTP GET request per source IP address by applying support vector machine classifier. Authors of [6] have proposed a detection scheme based on Information theory in which they have used user browsing behavior. On the basis of entropy, suspicious requests are identified. They have suggested rate limiter to downgrade services to malicious users. Authors of [7] have explored the scope of DDoS flooding attack in various situations and explored various countermeasures according to the situation in which one of the countermeasures is packet dropping, based on the level of congestion.

Authors of [8] have analyzed security measures incollaborative environment and identified various tools and surveys the existing traceback mechanisms to identify the real attacker. Authors of [9] have suggested network architecture and algorithms for countering DDoS attack on IoT server. They introduced a router throttle technique by proposing-leaky bucket rate at server that is under stress. In their proposed solution, they used level-k max-min fairness technique for allocating server capacity among routers.

In above referenced papers, researchers have tried different techniques to counter the attacks as there is no specific solution for diverse network situations. With the passage of time, nature and severity of attack is also changing which also needs state of the art techniques to cope with this problem. Some researchers have also tried machine learning approaches to learn the different models for detection of attack which reflects that the use of conventional network analysis techniques alone are not sufficient and it requires various other integrated efforts for securing network resources against these attacks. The basic scenario of DDoS attack is presented in the Fig. 3.

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

In our proposed solution we have taken few assumptions such that Server has some normal buffer utilization i.e. 70% or 75% under normal operations. But when its utilization increases from normal range to maximum, it is suspected that server is under DoS attack. Under such situations, an adaptive measures like selective packet dropping methodology to be taken by server to escape from this attack.

In the proposed solution, we have used packet buffer utilization rate of a server and the TTL value of arriving packet and matched both values with pre-determined values for analyzing attack pattern.

As we know that when packet is in the path, its mutable fields are changing at various routers and its TTL value is also decremented at each router. So it is heuristics that packet having less Time To Live value is coming from far distance in the network which indicates that such packets are coming from geographically far distance. These packets might be generated by bots or by some subnets using various DoS attack techniques. Following algorithm have been suggested to check the DoS attack
Algorithm:
1. Read server buffer utilization
2. If buffer utilization > Threshold Value
   // the server is suspected to under DoS attack
   If (packet TTL value < min Value)
      Discard those packets
3. else
   go to step after some specific time

We can also consider geographical locations of nodes. As we know that coordinators (Controller Body Area Network) must be predefined at some geographical locations. By using this information, we can calculate the number of routers (estimated) which may come in the path of a packet to detect DoS attack. As legitimate nodes have some predefined time to send data to a server, and attackers nodes might take longer than normal calculated time.

MTU = 1500 bytes (1460 bytes payload + 40 bytes header)
Data rate of link = d_rate
At coordinator side “A is coordinator”
Time to get data on link by node “A” = TG_A
Packet size in bits = Psize
Data rate in bits = Dr
TG_A = Psize / Dr

\[
\text{Speed or Rate at which data is sent to server} = V
\]
\[
\text{Time taken by packet to reach server} = T_{\text{travel}}
\]
\[
T_{\text{travel}} = \frac{\text{total dist}}{V}
\]
Time to get packet from link by node “A” = TG
Packet size in bits = Psize
Data rate in bits = Dr
TG_A = Psize / Dr

\[
\text{Total time} = \text{Total_time}
\]
\[
\text{Total_time} = \text{TGA} + T_{\text{travel}} + \text{TGs}
\]

Using this Total_time we can detect DoS attack. By using heuristics, that our actual nodes must have some deterministic time to reach server. We will discard all other packet whose Total_time is greater than some threshold value.

Algorithm:
1. Calculate Total_time for incoming packets
2. if Total_time >= Threshold Value
   // the server is suspected under attack
   discard those packets
3. else
   accept packets

Our proposed solution is based on the assumption that all communicating nodes are present in specific geographical locations (except few, who are temporarily out from the actual zone due to some reasons) and their most likely routes are calculated on pre-commissioning trials. Total packet travel time for a packet at different hours of a day is also taken and threshold rate is calculated based on these packet travel times. Buffer utilization of a server is also calculated based on pre-commissioning trials of the system.

IV. CONCLUSION

In our proposed solution, we have focused on enhancing server abilities to observe attack pattern and take adaptive measures to handle DoS/DDoS attack. We have also tried not to over burden the edge/path routers for combating these attacks. In our proposed solution, legitimate packets can also be identified by their pre-calculated TTL values and attack packets can easily be identified and dropped before attack reaches its peak point. In this way normal traffic of legitimate users also possible and attack packets filtering in real time is also carried out.

V. FUTURE WORK

In our future work, we will apply machine learning approach to enhance the abilities of our system to cope with DDoS attacks. Daily log of our system will be utilized for training of our model and based on training examples, attack behavior could be timely observed and adaptive defense mechanism can be effectively utilized.

There is a problem in our proposed solution. If attacker is from same distance as our legitimate users then our algorithm will detect attack here. For such scenario we proposed multi-layer check. We set some range in which our proposed solution will use some existing methods.
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